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COVID-19 Updates and Recommendations

What to Look For in The Park!
Rutting Deer

Currently, Lake Roland's Nature Center will be open for
restroom us only and all individuals will be required to
wear a mask. At this time, we will not be accepting any
requests for Pavilions rentals. However, pavilions will still
be open for unreserved day use. The Dog Park and
Playground are still open. Lake Roland will continue to
host a limited number of outdoor programs through the fall
and winter months. All participants will be required to wear
masks and registration is required and limited. For more
information, please visit our website at
www.lakeroland.org

White tailed deer should be entering the
rut by now. The deer, especially males,
will be less cautious, and take more risks
in an effort to find a mate.
Buffleheads Passing Through

Upcoming Programs:
Wreath Making Saturday 12/5 @ 10am-12pm

*Full*

Sunday 12/6 @ 10am-12pm

*Full*

Monday 12/7 @ 1pm-3pm

*Spaces Open*

$20 per wreath
Make a decorative wreath from natural materials such as
pine, spruce, and holly. We'll have everything you need to
make a masterpiece to decorate your home. This class is 2

Buffleheads, along with several other

hours long. Please do not bring any materials from home.

duck species, will be flying through as

Due to COVID-19 guidelines, each session will be held

they migrate south for the winter. Check

outside at Pavilion #2. Registration is limited to 10 people

out our "Recently Sighted" bird list in

per session

front of the Ranger Station!
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Park Patron Highlight

Thank you to everyone for mentioning us or tagging us in
photos on Instagram from Lake Roland with #lakeroland.
We love to see how the community enjoys the park! Please
continue to share your park experience on Instagram.

This week's photo was taken by @krvint who went on the
pink trail with her friend and all their kids for a leaf-filled
hike!

Follow

us

on

Instagram

@lake_roland

for

program

information, park updates, daily activities, and more.
Tag us in your own posts from the park for a chance to be
featured in next months newsletter!

Animal Ambassador

Meet the Residents of our Stream Life Tank!

Lake Roland Wish List
If you are able to, Lake Roland will gladly
accept donations of any of these items!

Colored Pencils
Construction Paper
Acrylic Craft Paints
Small Paint Brushes

Links to our Amazon Wish List and Amazon
Smile Account can be accessed by selecting
the Donate to Lake Roland tab on our
website at LakeRoland.org or by clicking the
links at the bottom. AmazonSmile is a
As we reopen the Nature Center, some guests may have noticed that

nonprofit division of Amazon that will

we've added a new aquarium with some smaller fish friends. The

donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible

"Stream Life" tank is going to have a few fish and invertebrates in it
that are more likely to be found in the smaller tributaries of Lake
Roland than in the lake itself. Some fish you might find in our nearby
streams include daces, sculpins, and shiners, like the blacknose shiner
pictured above. A key difference that affects fish varieties in a lake
versus in a stream is that the water is often more shallow, shaded, and
flows faster in a stream. Besides small fish, streams often contain
many types of crustaceans, mollusks, and macroinvertabrates, suchs
as crayfish, freshwater snails, and mayfly nymphs, respectively.
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products to the Lake Roland Nature
Council. It is a safe and secure way to
support the park without any cost to you.
Amazon Wish List
AmazonSmile Account

Fire: A Multiuse Tool

By Matthew Pedri and Kiana Shurkin

Native Americans didn’t just use fire to cook their food and keep warm; they
had many other uses for it. Fire was instrumental in tool making, farming,
creating paths, signaling, and even hunting. Native Americans have long been
known for their stewardship of the land, and their use of fire had a profound
influence on the landscape and ecosystems of America prior to European
colonization. One of the most impactful uses of fire was in controlled burns of
vegetation. When establishing a village, Native Americans burned a clearing
for dwellings and farming land; beyond that, they might burn an additional
1.25 mile ring for defense, to ensure that they could see the approach of
potential enemies. Other zones of similar size were burned regularly to
encourage the growth of plants for foraging and to maintain grasslands for
large game. Commonly traveled paths could also be kept clear this way. By
reducing the buildup of potential fuel, intentional burns also helped to prevent
large, out of control wildfires. When Europeans began to colonize America,
they often didn’t understand the benefits of these regular, controlled burns,
and saw them as purely destructive. They gradually outlawed the practice,
which has directly contributed to subsequent wildfire outbreaks that continue
to devastate us to this day. Similar controlled burns were used to drive game
animals to where they could be more easily hunted. Burning undergrowth
forced small game out into the open, while larger fires helped corral bison

We used fire to help us burn out portions of our
dug out canoe, similar to how Native Americans
might have.

through stone funnels called drivelines, which forced the animals off the edge
of cliffs. Clearing the under story of forests encouraged the growth of acorn-producing oaks, which provided another
food source for Native Americans, and helped keep the trees free of harmful insects. As well, fires that created
grasslands would produce vegetation that could be used in making roofing material, cordage, or in basket weaving. In
addition to helping generate materials for crafts, fire was also used directly in crafting. It could be used to remove the
water from, and harden, clay for pottery or wood for tools and weapons. Fire hardening could change the properties of
wood to strengthen and help protect it against moisture. Fire could also be used to shape wood, like burning out logs to
make dugout canoes, bowls, or mortar and pestles. Before we had telephones and instant messaging, fire played an
important role in communication over long distances. Native Americans would select different types of Fuel that would
produce thick, dark smoke, and control its flow using a wet blanket.
Smoke was trapped under the blanket and released at intervals; the
number of puffs and number of fires were coded to specific meanings,
known to both signaler and receiver. Native Americans could produce
a signal that was visible across great distances and could convey
information about important births, deaths, battles, or calls for aid.
While the smoke was more visible during the day, the fires themselves
could be used to send similar signals through the dark of night. What
ways do we use fire, or heat in any form, today besides for cooking?
Don't forget to come see our partially burned out canoe! Located
across from Pavilion #2, right before the playground, at the beginning
Pottery that was shaped out of wet clay is placed directly
into the fire. The heat causes the water to escape, and the
clay sets almost like cement.

of Helga's Trail.
Note - Techniques and customs described above are not
particular to one tribe or nation, but rather pooled from
many to help illustrate the diversity of the uses of fire.
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Bambi vs. Rudolph

By Lizi Cudal

As the Holidays slowly approach, and the weather outside is frightful, some people may start
to notice our friendly four-legged friends that frequently roam the woods of Maryland; the
white-tailed deer. For those who celebrate Christmas, these deer may look similar to some
companions of none other than Old Saint Nick. Although they have many notable similarities,
Bambi is no Rudolph, and Rudolph is no Bambi.
If anyone is familiar with the Disney classic, Bambi, we can all recognize that reddish-brown
fawn with the adorable white spots and wobbly, thin legs. Living in Maryland, we are all too
familiar with white-tailed deer. They are the most common deer species to exist, mainly because
they are the most adaptable; they can live almost anywhere. White-tailed deer or Virginia deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) are medium sized deer that not only reside in the woodlands and
suburbs of Maryland, but all of North, Central, and South America, and were even introduced to
New Zealand, Europe, and the Carribean. Though they live mainly in temperate forests, they

Rudolph,

from

the

1964

also do well with urban life, often browsing peoples yards and gardens. Even though we may

classic movie "Rudolph the

think that the temperature outside is chilly enough to break out the winter coats, for deer, this is

Red Nose Reindeer."

considered to be a moderate climate.
Reindeer, or Caribou (Rangifer tarandus), are one of the largest species in the deer family, second only to moose.
Though some of the more northern American states can spot a reindeer in their backyard, they often prefer the cold, harsh,
boreal forests of the Arctic and Subarctic taiga, and tundra. You may be thinking, aren’t reindeer and caribou different
species? Nope! A reindeer is simply a domesticated caribou. So why don’t we see them in Maryland? Well as we said
before, though chilly for us humans, the climate is moderate for most deer. Reindeer have very dense fur that helps them
stay warm in the long harsh winters of the taiga forests. They are used to temperatures well below freezing, so our 30
degree winters would be like a hot summer for reindeer.
Although the white-tailed deer that we see may resemble Dancer and Prancer,
you won’t be finding Rudolph or any of his sisters foraging at Lake Roland. Did
you catch that? Sisters? Yes, that is right. We know that male deer, or bucks, have
antlers that they grow and use to fight for the right to mate with female deer,
called does’, that typically don't have antlers. However, both male and female
reindeer develop antlers. In winter, it is common for bucks to lose their antlers
after the breeding season has come to a close. This is a true for both male whitetailed deer and male reindeer. However, female reindeer hold on to their antlers
Here you can see the difference between a

through the winter because they need them throughout the snowy months to

male white tailed deer and a male caribou.

defend their access to the low-growing mosses and lichens that form the bulk of
their diet during that time. For this reason, they don’t shed their antlers until spring. With that being said, the familiar
depiction of Santa’s reindeer is that all of them have antlers. If male reindeer shed their antlers during the fall, and
Christmas Eve is in the winter, that means that those reindeer guiding Santa’s sleigh were in fact females all along.
Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, and Blitzen were all very strong ladies.
So this winter, because we humans don’t have the dense fur to withstand the winter wonderland, wear a warm coat
and mittens when building Frosty the Snowman. If you want the chance for a reindeer sighting, Lake Roland may not be
the best place. But his close cousin, the white-tailed deer, is surly prancing around on the trails. Stay warm this holiday
season; drink some hot chocolate, huddle under blankets, and keep your eyes on the skies Christmas eve and you might
spot Rudolph’s bright red nose guiding Santa's sleigh.
Happy Holidays from your
deer friends at Lake Roland!
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The Origin of Mistletoe

By Lena Sawyers

You see it every year during the holiday season, and when you’re caught underneath
with someone, a kiss is usually exchanged. If you’re thinking of mistletoe, you got it! You
may not know this, but mistletoe has been a symbolic herb for centuries. Many ancient
civilizations first used this unique plant for its healing properties. Mistletoe was used to
cure various aliments from menstrual cramps to epilepsy, ulcers, and even poisons.
Celtic Druids are most likely the ones who began romanticizing mistletoe during the
1st century AD. Since mistletoe can blossom during even the coldest winter, it was viewed
as a sacred symbol of liveliness and energy. The plant was given to both humans and
animals as a way to restore fertility. This thought continued through the middle ages,
and by the 18th century it had become a part of Christmas celebrations. The exact reason
for this is unknown, although it was common to incorporate pagan traditions into Christian
holidays as a means of integration.
A very famous Norse myth has also been associated with mistletoe. The Norse god Odin had a son, Baldur, who was
foretold to die by the hands of all living things. So, his mother, the goddess of love, went to all the plants and animals to
make an oath they would never harm him. However, his mother neglected to speak with mistletoe. So, the god Loki
crafted an arrow from mistletoe to kill Baldur. Other, happier, versions say Baldur was resurrected from the dead, so
mistletoe was declared the symbol of love, and his mother promised a kiss to all those who stood beneath it.
In England, servants were the first known to actually practice mistletoe’s kissing tradition, with the middle class soon
following. As early customs go, tradition required participants to remove one berry from the mistletoe for every kiss
given, and once they were all gone, the kissing ended. Now, instead of sharing a kiss, you can share a story under the
mistletoe!

Trails Committee Hard at Work

By Kyle Brickell

One of the reasons Lake Roland is able to have such amazing trails is
because of the tireless work that our Trails Committee volunteers put in.
Most recently, Jeffery Budnitz lead a project to help give the Pink Trail some
much needed love. Armed with heavy equipment, and with a vision of a
picturesque trail, Jeffery, Gero, Kurt, Howard, Howdy, and Siobhan got to
work. Two major goals were accomplished these past few weeks. First,
loose soil and stone with used to compact and help smooth out much of the
trail starting from the historic
culvert, and heading out
towards the top of the hill

An excavator with a spot plate compactor helps to
pack down the soil so it won't wash away

closer to Woodbrook Drive.

the next

time it rains.

Second, large boulders and
other materials were closer to Woodbrook Drive. Second, large boulders
and other materials were used to fill two heavily eroded swales to help
stabilize the trail. More work still needs to be done, but what the Trails
Committee volunteers on the Pink Trail so far is definitely something to
be thankful for. Take a stroll down the Pink Trail next time
you're in the park and admire all the amazing work that has
A skid loader is used to transport and place large
boulders to fill in this highly eroded swale.
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been done!

Good News Everyone!

By Caitlyn Adams and Taylor Pearson

While every year has its difficulties, 2020 has put a
larger burden to bear on everyone. But, in all the
doom and gloom, there are still wonderful things
happening in the world that should bring a smile to
your face! Here are 5 pieces of good news for the
environment that have happened over the past few
months:
Humpback whales have made a comeback in
New York City
Chameleon species last seen 100 years ago
spotted by scientists on Madagascar
Maryland will be the first state to ban foam
food containers
Bird deaths down 70% after painting wind
turbine blades
Record number of endangered Olive Ridley sea
turtles hatched in northern Mexico

Turkey Tales

By Kyle Brickell

It's hard to think about Thanksgiving without thinking about turkeys! While we
may not realize it, wild turkeys, from which our farmed turkeys are derived,
almost became a thing of the past. Native Americans knew the importance of the
wild turkeys before anyone else. Not only are they an excellent source of food,
but the feathers can be used as arrow fletching or in ceremonial dress. When
Europeans arrived, they also realized how important wild turkeys could be as a
food source, especially since they can live year-round in open woodland
ecosystems. As Europeans colonized the land, turkey populations suffered
dramatically, mostly due to habitat loss and overhunting. Turkey populations hit
their absolute lowest in the early 1900s and the 1930s. Afterwards, there was a greater interest in wildlife management.
Aldo Leopold published a book on game management principles, the Pittman-Robertson Act put a tax on hunting goods,
and new information was being discovered about turkey ecology. After some trial and error, techniques were developed
for propagating wild turkey populations and now they thrive enough to allow hunting in almost all states where they live.
Fun Fact: While it is believed that turkeys were served at the original Thanksgiving, it was most likely not the crowning
jewel of the feast. It's speculated that they didn't become a staple until sometime in the early 1800s.

Join Lake Roland!
We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s efforts and projects in the
park. Every dollar of your membership goes to support those efforts.
Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.
To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland
For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at
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LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

